We have, however, been compelled to work for the construction of an
indigenous Architecture as revolutionaries in a far too uncommon War (I
say, the right kind of war if war must be): earning another half million, to
go with the million dollars already 'earned' in my lifetime. Yet, never really
having any money. No ... throughout these forty-five years an out-and-
out culture-bootlegger, forced by the nature of our national tumbled
house to work and live under the banner of a bandit: that is only to say, the
banner of the Radical!
Never solvent as banking goes. No, but all the time and overtime, the
honest counter-revolutionist where the social system under which we live
is concerned for its way of life . . . concerned for what it calls its own
safety! Its 'safety', does it say? It too is 'out on a limb7. But, God! I should
say that what it deems and calls its 'safety' may be seen as ultimate
destruction unless in common with our enemies we lose what we try so
foolishly hard to win . . . not yet understanding that no world-revolution
can be won as any nation's war unless it is a people's war. And then?
We wouldn't like it.
Walt Whitman! Dear old Walt, we need you moro than ever: your salt
and savour in this dish of humble-pie we are called to eat in shame and
defeat, win or lose! Your robust soul might save us even now.
We have taken the wrong way. We must wait for you on a closed road,
If you are sympathetic you may see, between these lines at least, how
the Taliesin Fellowship could only come into being and get into open
service of its Ideal as a threat to such smug 'safety' as the current agents
(broadcasters of our current 'morale') advocate. I say the Taliesin Fellow-
ship could have come into actual social service only as a special kind of
social bootleggery. Yes, unhappily, not being 'regular', our Fellowship has
had to be thievery in some kind. At any rate, an Indigenous Architect, a
Native Architecture, and the Taliesin Fellowship could have come to be
in no legitimate way under the despotic Money criterion of present-day
Usonian life,
STARS AND BARS
And thus it comes to be in a new free country which has become a kind
of hard-up 'tour-de-force' speaking English far too fluently but none too
plainly, that any Ideal above the belt or below the Bank is illegitimate! As
things go, only Money can justify Work or pay for it or should ever talk
above a whisper... if at all. Like the Administration-extraordinary of all
this blood-letting money-getting, I'have had, so far as the Ideal is con-
cerned, somehow to get into unrepayable money-debt myself for every-
thing related to me or directly related to this Cultural Ideal which we call
the Taliesin Fellowship. Even the warm pioneer family-life so enjoyed by
us as children in this beloved Valley'by the broad sand-barred Wisconsin
River—life so warm that it warms me still, eventually had to go awayj go
by way of the bad choice of its own numerous offspring, some forty of my
cousins, to scatter in faraway towns to seek the cash-and-carry yeshood of
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